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In attaining that objective. our strategy is to recruit the
most able professional staff. to provide them with the best
possible methods and tools for the design and management
of software systems. to demonstrate that these methods
lead to the successful completion of demanding projects.

and so strengdien the United Kingdom's reputation as a
source of excellence in this branch of engineering.

Praxis is independent. The company is owned and
controlled by its staff From its inception Praxis invested its
own resources to develop a comprehensive quality system.
covering all its activities. Overa year ago. we became the first
independent company to achieve British Standard quality
registration for all software development. production and
consultancy.

 
Four years ago. Praxis began its rst project: to assist

ICL develop a UNIX serVice embedded in its mainframe
operating system, VME. Now, with over eighty proiects

completed, we are continuing to apply the rigorous methods
which stemmed from diat early work. Our software
development services still cover specialist work in the
computer manufacturing industry; we also provide consult-
ancy and software development methods studies; and we
undertake contracts to implement complete systems in
commerce, administration and industry. Praxis' reputation
as one of the leading practitioners of methodical software
development is based on the Wide range of activities to
which we apply our methods.

ELLA. our first software product. provides hardware
engineers with the ability to control the complexrty of VLSI
chip desrgn, Through the ELLA toolset, VLSl chip designers
have access to the same techniques that software engineers
are accustomed to user Within two years of its introduction
to British industry by Praxis. ELLA is being used by every
major UK electronics group. and is being acquired by leading
technical organisations worldWicle.

Staff who jotn Fraxrs care about quality. We lay great
emphasis on sound project management. clarity of design.
and external scrutiny ofall our work. Our proiects therefore
proceed in an orderly and predictable way. We set our
selves high standards in all that we do. In order to maintain
those standards. all smff are provided With comprehensive
support. professional training and attentive supervision.

Much has been achieved in four years. We are engaged
on contracts that are technically challenging and com☁
mercially viml. We are usmg the most modem development
methods and applying them to substantial problems. We
are working Within a supportive quality system to the
highest standards ofprofessional practice. We have attracted
and continue to attract some of the most accomplished
technical staff in the country

meis is sigiiifiuiiil.



A Software Strategy for the Decade

 

t is now widely acknowledged that this country's
businesses. manufacturing industries. puhlic sewices

_ and domestic life are all Vitally dependent on
computing systems: the component of these systems which

is most important, most cosdy and most difficult to produce
is the software. The future of the software industry in this
country is therefore of critical importance.

Praxis is working energetically to improve the effective»
ness of the software industry in the UK. We understand the
relevance of current knowledge in our field and we exploit
that knowledge. By ouractive participation we continue to

affect the politics which Will maintain the competitiveness
of our national software industry.

We aim to make the name of PraXis synonymous with
all that is excellent in British software development. We

are succeeding, through a strategy of working with the
discrpline of professional engineers to verifiable standards of
quality. This way of working, essential for the development
of systems engineered in software, was cenn☂al toPraxis☂
foundation four years ago; we connnue to follow it now.
This strategyisbeneficral forus, itis successful for our clients,

and we believe it is of importance to this counny Our
strategy anticipates the accepted professional practice of
tomorrow

. PraXis has always advocated the use of rigorous methods
for the specification and design ofsoftware systems, and we

use such methods to the benefit of our clients. The 1986
ACARD report on UK software (I). the conclus10ns of the
1T86 Committee on information Technology (2/, and the

recent analysis of the computing services industry issued by

the DTI (3/ are unanimous in stressrng the need for the UK
software industry to adopt software development methods
based on rigorous techniques. The Government, through
the Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency,

has standardised on the SSADM development method
for the implementation of its administrative computing

systems, RollsARoyce and Associates Limited is issumg
systems specifica'dons expressed in precise mathematical
notation, IBMij is using mathematically formal methr
ads for engineering their system software (4).

 

The policies of diese influential organisations are indicae
tions of the future directionof software development
methods in the UK. methods already familiar to Praxis. We
continue to champion their Wider use: members ofour staff
chair the Alvey Directorates Formal Methods Panel, serve
on the British Standard institutes VDM Smntiardisatjon

Committee, and chair the Bntish ComputerSociety's policy

group on safety♥crincal systems.

- FraXis has always viewed software development as an
engineering discipline. Through the British Computer
SOCiety's Professional Development Scheme we encourage
all technical staff at l☂raxis to become Chartered Engineers.
Engineering in software derriarids riieii and wuiiieii with

speCialist abilities; these practitioners must be both
technically profiCient and professionally accountable To
meet these demands we must train and educate with
determination and comment. ACARD (7), die DTl r7. 5)

and the British Computer Society l5) all recognise the need
for sustained professronal training forall software engineers.
Praxis is committed. We support and train our own staff and
we continue to maintain close links with teaching establish»

merits and the professional institutions. We adVise and
lecture at universities. Praxis helped to plan die new
lEE/NCC Certificate in Software Engineering, launched this

year, which is designed to provide a standard qualification
for trainee software engineers.

 



 

. Customers for computing systems will increasingly

demand assurances of the quality of the work that they

commission. This year, for the first time, the Government

issued requests to tender for standard computer systems

where development to BS 5750 was mandatory. The Public

Purchasers Group, which includes British Aerospace, British

Telecom, the Civil Aviation Authority and the Central

Electricity Generating Board, is committed to a policy

of buying computing systems from those suppliers who

can offer an accredited quality assurance scheme (7). Both

the Health and Safety Executive (8) and ACARD (7) recom-

mend that software for safety-critical systems should be

implemented only by professionally competent software

engineers,supported by a quality system conforming to

B55750. Under the Consumer Protection Act {9),

manufacturers are strictly liable for personal injury and

damage to personal property caused by their products; this

liability extends equally to products containing software.

Praxis welcomes these moves and this attention to quality

in software development; they are further confirmation of

our beliefs in its importance. The Praxis Quality System

conforms to 355750 and is shortly expected to achieve

registration under the International Standards Organisae
Lion's new international quality system standard, 150 9001.
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ngineers build structures and systems, and
engineering involves the application of scienti c

. principles to the creation of useful objects for the
benefit of mankind. Engineering encompasses the processes
of analysis, deSign. production and maintenance. all of
which are related intimately with the strength. the
performance and the durability of these objects.

Underlying every engineering discipline there is a
scientific basis and. supporting that basis, mathematics.
These mathematical foundations are powerful, for three
main reasons,

First, they are descriptive: they allow the behaviour ofa
system to be described rigorously and unambiguously.
Using the language of mathematics, an engineer can
communicate the conceptual basis of a design to other

engineers, With precision and accuracy.

Secondly. they are predictive: mathematics can be used
for modelling the behaViour of a system in the real world.
The model can be used to experiment in a way that may be
rmpossrble With the real system. A failure in the model is vital
experimental information; the failure ofa critical system is
unacceptable. Therefore, mathematics gives engineers a
safe way to study the behavrour of a system before it is
constructed

Thirdly, they are constructive: mathematics gives the
engineer access to a wide vocabulary of description and
analysis. Appropriate techniques enable different aspects of
the system to be modelled and analysed in different ways.
CompleXity can be controlled because mathematics allows
selected parts of the model to be examined at will. Work can
be re used since mathematical descripn'ons of the parts of a
system can easily be stored and later recombined for
building different models in the future.

Powerful as it is, mathematics, by itself, is insufficient to
ensure the success ofan engineering enterprise. Engineering
is concerned with the successful construction of large
systems in an imperfect world, a world of faulty materials
and human error Engineering must also address the
economic and logistic problems that are involved in any
human endeavour. Therefore it concerns itself with the two
issues that transform the mathematical basis into a complete
system of construction: management of the development
process and quality assurance.

For many years engineers have known that the success♥
ful management of large projects involves detailed analysrs
of the work to be done and the decomposition of that
work into wellrdefined components, each with objective
completion pomts. Clear milestones and regular monitonng
of progress against a plan that identifies those milestones is
the only way to measure. and hence to control. progress.

Engineering Suttware Engineering and Frail:

 

In order to construct systems successfully and reliably,
quality must be monitored throughout the construction
process. Controlling quality is an intrinsic part of every
engineering project. Quality needs to be planned into the
project from the outset. and the controls must be applied
Within the prOject rather than imposed from the outsrde.
Quality cannot be added after a system has been
constructed. Engineers have developed standards to ensure
that well-understood methods and techniques are used:
regular revrewrng of the system during its construction
ensures that all components have been correctly made:
errors are detected and corrected at the earliest possible
opportunity.

Engineering then is based on these three disciplines.
mathematics ♥ a language in which to express design:
project management 7 a means to realise that desrgn: and
quality assurance 7 a method to ensure the fitness of the
realisation. Engineering is successful. Massive projects are
conceived which use new technology, applied by large
teams. Those projects are completed on time. within ex-
acting financial constraints and they work, The disciplines
of engineering are wellvproven.

These same disc1plines can be applied to the con
struction of software: the result is software engineering.

Traditional engineering relies on the mathematics of
continuous functions, because itis concerned pnmarilywith
systems that exhibit continuous behavrour. Incontrast, the
word that is to be modelled for computer systems is not
continuous: it is made up of discrete parts. Software
engineers therefore use methods based on the results of
discrete mathematics to describe such systems. These
metiods. based on set theory and propositional calculus.
may be either formal or systematic. In the formal methods.
such as VDM or Z, the mathematics is evident. In the

systematic methods, such as ISP, the mathematics is

encapsulated in a more accessible form. These techniques
give the same strength and powerto software engineering as
the analytic techniques do to traditional engineering: formal
descriptions of the real world that can be built and verified,
systematic models that can be specified clearly.

 

Whenever engineers achieve preCISion, where previous-
ly there was vagueness, they improve the quality and
professionalism of their work. PraXis is using precise
techniques in its daily work. We are using VDM to
demonstrate the consistency of a large administrative
database by specrfying the permissible conditions for
modifying the data, We are de ning which operan'ons may
take place simultaneously in an industrial control system,
using CSP. We are speCifying the rules for a software
configuration management system, usmg VDM. Other
formal techniques we use include grammars for describing
data structures and defining languages. We make regular
use of methods such as JSP, ISD, SSADM. SADT and Dam

Analysrs.
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Uur Soliware Engineering Servnces

 

e provide a full range of software engineering
services: software development. consultancy, corn

, plete systems. methods studies and technical audits.
The development of software is difficult. We place great
reliance on the application of sound engineering techniques
to assrst this process clear organisational responsibility and
welladirected project management to ensure visible and

predictable progress, proven design techniques to verify the
correspondence between concept. design and iinplementa»
Lion; and our own approved quality assurance procedures to

confirm the integrity ofthe development process.

Software engineering sen/ices are provided by our
Projects Group. under die direction of the l☂mjects Director.
George Owen. supported by his Sales Manager. David
Allen. and his Business Managers. Clare Le Fevre and Tim
Huckvale. Together they ensure that projects always have
clear objectives. are directed resolutely to achieve those
objectives. and so are brought to successful completion.
This success is achieved through detailed planning. regular
monitoring. and precise control. All clients have full access
to the planning. monitoring and control records for their
projects. This gives them confidence in our abilines and
respect for our integrity: both are significant factors in our
success

Thetechnicalexpertiseofourpmjectstaffisbasedon the
use of systematic and rigorous techniques: this expertise
is strengdiened through regular training. and is supported
by computer♥based tools. The l☂raxis Technical Directorate.

led by Martyn Ould. is responsible for the creation.

development and growth of our technical skills. it provides
frames of reference which ensure that every project selects
the most productive techniques. that the techniques are

applied effectively by trained software engineers. and that
appropriate automated tools are available to support the
constructive use ofthese techniques.

Our Quality System. which is maintained and continue
ally improved by the Quality Director. Chris Miller, and his
team. provrdes the environment in which staff can learn

quickly and work effectively The use of appropriate
standards. created by l☂raxrs smff, ensures that all projects
benefit from the accumulated experience of the company.
The reviewrng of all work against these smndards is a

mainstay of our approachto quality. During the reviewing
process. the expertise and profiCiency of experienced staff
assure the direction and accelerate the progress of every
development. The reliability of plans and designs is un-
proved. logic is verified. and areas of potential difficulty
are made ev1dent.

Software engineering often involves the application of
known solutions to novel problems; all sniff are therefore

encouraged to broaden their experience by working in a
variety ofapplication areas. The analync techniques that we
use and the diverse experience of the teams who apply them
thus ensure that we develop creative yet reliable solutions to
difficult problems.

We have experience in many areas. Our particular
strengths lie in those where the rigorous and cleardefmition

of a problem leads naturally to an elegant and compact
solution.

Our software engineering work is diverse. lt spans all
phases ofthe development process, from the conception of
a new project to the enhancement of products already
in serVice. We provide implementation skills. and develop
complete systems in hardware and software; we adVise on
the formal techniques ofsoftware engineering. and provide
tuition and guidance on the application of these methods:
we evaluate computing systems. and select hardware and
software to meet particular requrrements: and we assist
clients to improve dieir quality systems. by recommending
the methods they should use and the organisational
structure thatis needed to support duose methods.
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Clients who use our software engineering services

include:

AbbeyNational Building Society

Alvey Directurate

British Telecom

Central Computer andTelecommunimtions Agency

Foreign and Cammonwealth O ice

GEC

ICL

Log'ra

Marks and Spencer

Ministry ofDefence Royal Signals and Radar Establishment

Multitune Electronics

National Computing Centre

News International

Norsk Data GmbH

Northern Examining Association

Software Sdences
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WSmith Television Services
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obletts Software systems are more complex than
any other human construction because of the large

number of parts they contain and the complex interactions
between diose parts. Consequently. they have very large
numbers of smtes: this makes conceiVing. describing and
testing them hard it is not in the building but in the
specification. the design and the testing of the conceptual
construct that the major challenges lie. That is why manyof
the general lessons that have been learned about the design
of complex obiects have been derived from the experience
of the software engineer. These lessons show that any
successful deSIgn method must allow the designer to divide
any ob]ect into a hierarchy of groups of other objects to
arbitraiy levels of demil. The designer must be able to
concentrate on the behaViour of any one selected group.
ignon rig for the time being the behaViour of othergroups.

Our work is concerned With the design of complex

a

The compleXity of the VLSI design process is similar to
that for software. Silicon technology IS capable now of
producing chips which contain over a half a million active
components. or gates. These gates are the fine grain of
design detail. and their implemenmtion marks one of the
later steps in the deSign process. For a new device. VLSl
designers must begin their work at the architectural level.
expressing the design in terms of die behawoui☁ that it must
exhibit; this will be implemented in real hardware only
much later. ☁12: assist them in their task they need tools that
permit them to describe the nature of the design. test its
operation. and control its implementation from the most
abstract level of behavioural description down to the
detailed operation ofthe indiVidual gate.

ELLA is a toolset diat provides this asSistance: it supports
the expression. verification and management of VLSi
deSigns. It peniiits die designer to describe a design and
simulate its operation at all stages of the design cycle. from
conceptual specification to structural realisation. and so
increase the productivity and reliability of the design
process.

ELLA provides a complete suppoit environment for
VLSI design. it prOVides a language to express the design. a
simulator to verify it. and a set of open interfaces that allow
ELLA design information to be exported to other CAE tools.
such as Silicon compilers or layout tools. The language. the
simulator and the interfaces are integrated through the ELLA
database system. which automatically checks and controls
the consistency of the deSign at all levels. Again. diis
improves the productivity of a VLSI design team.

A design expressed in the ELLA language is based on a
network of connected nodes, Each node is defined in terms
of its behaviour. and may be decomposed into other. more
detailed, nodal operations. The desrgn is not constrained to
any particular implementation technology nor to any archi~
tecture. because all possible architectures can he expressed
as a network of nodes.

Engineering In Vle

 

The complete design. or parts of the design at any level,
can be verified by Simulation; the ELLA behavioural simu-
lator allows the designer to animate any specified part of
the deSign to any degree of detail. Each step in the deSign
process can therefore be verified before proceeding to the
next step.Consequently. architectural errors can be detected
early in the design cycle. Unlike chip simulators based on
sequential programming languages. ELLA simulates the
actual desrgn that will eventually be implemented L11 hard,
ware; the model and the design are one and the same.

ELLA is being further developed by PraXis. in collabora-
tion with the research group at the Royal Signals and Radar
Establishment (RSRE) who invented ELLA, The applications
for which ELLA is now being used are demanding. For
example. it has been used to verify the behaviour of die
VIPER processor developed by VIPER is the worlds
fiist formally specified and verified 32bit microprocessor,
designed for safety~critical applications.

Experience of ELLA is now considerable. It is in regular
use by all five major UK electronics groups: Ferranti. CEC.
Plessey, Racal and STC. as well as by British Aerospace and
British 'lelecom. ELLA is being promoted by the Alvey
Directorate as the preferred method for communicating
VLSI deSIgn information. This infonnation flows between
the systems companies using ELLA for system-level design.
the ASIC facilities using ELLA to prowde a pathway from
system design to implementation detail. the library developr
ers usrng ELLA :o describe the operations ofbasic cells, and
the chip manufacturers themselves, It is Widely used by
undergraduates and research workers in United Kingdom
universities and polytechnics. This extenswe use indicates
the imponaiice of the concepts embodied within the ELLA
toolset.

Praxrs are distributors of this product and have the
worldWide marketing rights. ELLA is distributed in Europe
and the United States ofAmerica and diereare industrialand
academic users on both continents. Since its introduction in
1985. ELLA has been sold to some sixty different organi-
sations. where it is in use on well over one hundred
indiVidual VAX processors.
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ELLA has been purchased by:

British Aerospace

BritishTelecom

Ferranti

GEC

LSI Logic

Plessey

Racal

Spectra♥Tek
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Praxis Staff
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Irents expect Lis to pr'oVide the most capable
engineers. and we expect to be capable ol under

0 taking the most challenging work To satisfy these
expectations. we pay great attention to the development
and training at each memberiil stall We operate a comprer
hensive appraisal scheme which rdentilies. ar by ycar. the
training needs oleachindiVidual. Our training programme is

 

designed to be widerranging. covering both technical and
personal skills.

[he programme includes weekly seminars on current
technical developments, given by stall and guest speakers
invited l'rom industiy. universiues and research establishr
rnents l-☁ullrnme. internal training courses given by Praxis
stall. on such topics as VDM and tonstructrve program
development. provide companywvrde awarenes. and
common understandingr ol the applicability nl such
techniques (reneral training on such topics as business
analysis and development methods is provided by outside
organisations. We engage specialist lecturers to give courses
on appraising, inteiyiewuig. and the development oi
personal skills These COUI☁SL☂: are developed Sptifllkall)☂ lor
us. and are designed to advance our particular style ot
working Stallwho have team leadership responsibility take
part in the sthemes run by the leadership Trust to develop
their ii ht into working relationships.

  

We are piloting the Lise oi the British Compirters☁ociety's
new Prolessronal Development Scheme, incorporating it
Within our own appraisal system The scheme provrdes
a prolessmnally supervrs☁ed framework. Within which
s ltware engineers cany out tasks of increasrng respon-
sibility enabling them to quality lot lull membership ol☂
the BCS and thence. eventually. to become Chartered
Engineers

We value our close links With academic establishments.
and the interchange ol ideas that these links bring We
contnbute to both teaching and research in universities and
polytechnics, Currently we are sponsoring a CASE student
at the University of Manchester. who is applying the
techniques of temporal logics to the delinition of realrnrne
systems We are also supporting Anne Beck. one of our
soltware engineers. on an MSc coursc at the Univeisity til
Oxlortl Her practical work Will concentrate on the applicar
tion of lonnal methods to the checking ot circuit designs in
ELLA. ln addition. indivrdual members olstalliii tierice the
academic direction at the l lniversitics oanstol. Manchester.
Strathclyde and the laboratory {or Foundations of Loin p utr
ing Science at the University ol Edinburgh. We welcomt
sabbatical Visits l'rom members of universities and pol
technics. Research students From the Polytechnic ol☂ the
South Bank and the l lniveisityolAbeiystxk/yth are currenth
working With us

 

As practising engineers. we believe that the experience
gained through our worlt should be made available to the
Wider audience of our prolession Members iil stall are
entouraged to present papei s at ((rllquLlla and seminars We
help to organise the lEl §ummerSchoii| i in Mathematics For

 

software Engrnetr and we give lecture courses in software
enginetnng l'oi' irrider☁eradtiates. Through the Manpower

tn trcliei

 

beiyices Commission. we have givt n semma
professional engineering organisations on recent advances
in computing lndiVitlual members of stall publish papeis
and books on solo/vale development techniques and
methods some rec ent examples ol publications are listed at
the end ml this ReView We support the British Computer
Society by sewing on its specialist committees

Praxis stall share in Praxis' success All permanent stall
are encouraged to invest in the company whose prosperity
they are helping n 7 build. 87"☝ til Praxis shares are owned by
l☁i☁axis employees and ovci☁QU☁Hi ol the stall own shares in
the company. The company is therefore owned and
controlled by its stall Stall buy shares in the company
through a special tiust established especially to encourage
this exceptional lorm ol participation. l'uithei' shares are
distributed each yearto members ol stall through a Prollb
sharing scheme, in this way stall benefit l'rorri the financial
surc s☁s they have helped to treate Stall pensions are
invested in a number olseparate money purchase schemes.
selected according to indiVidual prclerence l☁il☁Stfll☁nt☁ house
buyers receive financial assistance From the company

 



We have animportant role to play in the community in

which we work, We give careers talks to children in schools

and students in UIUVCI'SIlCS School children school leavers
and other-youngpeople are offered teiiiporaiyeiiiployment
at l☂raXis, to (:1 iable them to gain firsthand expenence of the
World of work. in an enthusiastic envu☁onment. We organisn'
open days. so that anyone interested in the computing
industry can see the work we do and try the tools and equip-
ment we use, We contnbute to the Bath Community Tmst
and assist other local organisanons hy making equipment
and expemse available for local community enterprise
schemes.

High standards characterise all that we undeitakc. These
standards are given purpose and direction through the
leadership of the directors and senior smff. who encourage
an innovative and Open style of working at all levels. That
lnllOVatlon and OPCUHCSS IS I'C E☁CtE☁Cl lll many Ways: ll☁i GUT

regular monthly meetings where all staff can discuss any
aspect ofthe company'swork: in the collaboranon between
our own staff team and the consulnng architects who are
planning the layout OFOUT new offices; in our open debates
on the relative mean of different pens☁ion schemes: in the
facilities provrded by our powerful. networked computer
system designed by Prams engineers: and iii our innovative

graduate recruitment days. planned and organised by
younger members of staff to give newcomers a fresh View
of PraXis.
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n the lasttwelve months much has been achieved in

all areas of our work. accomplishmean in rccniit
. merit, improvements in our professmnal standards,
and the pI☁OVHan of advanced technical facilities are all as
llUtCWUlTlly E15 ULll' lHalHSUL☁al☜ ECCl☁ l\lCdl dk UVlUL☁S.

1987 was the year in which our seiVice work became
recognised intemationally: in October last year we began
our first worl< in Cennany: currently we are collahorating
with Dutch industrial and academic partners in work for
ESPR T.

Tiis year saw ELLA being used hy all five maior UK
electronics groups. As its use spieads. ELLA is being used
Increasingly as the de facto standard mechanism for the
Interchange ofVl Sl design information in the UK.

E _LA is beginning to receive worldWidC attention This
year. ,l./\ became available tliroagh US and ScandinaVian
ClISCL☁l'VUEOFS: sales in Europe include licenses for industrial
and academic users in finland and Sweden: ELLA has also
been sold in Australia and Amen ca.

  

T☁ie Hrstphase ofthe installation ofournetworked office
computing faCilities was completed in September. Every
ineni er of Sta ff has their own tcmiinal through which they
have access to our own UNer and VMSbased software
deve opinent enVironment as well as to external computers
Via national packet~sw1tching networks

  

T e first phase of the maior turnkey proiect that we are
undertaking on behalf of the Northern Examining Assooar
Lion was successfully installed in January. as planned. and 15
now in use

Tiis year. we welcomed our hundredth member (if
smff. Dawd Brownbndge. at the monthly staff meeting in
ft☁bruary. We also received our first sandWich student from
America, and were hosts to our first sabbatical visits from
Bn'n's postgraduates

 

lL'Lllv

Early in 1987 we wonour first contracts for tonsultancy
and implementation work in the commercial data process
ing and industrial automation markets We are bringing to
these proiects the same high standards that We have
developed in our systems work

In March we began the incinoration of the British
Computer Socretys Prof ional Development Scheme into
our own appraisal and training system. A number of
software engineers are now paroopating in pilot trials of the
scheme. under the guidance ofsenior members ofstaff.

 

Praxis' experience in software engineering was the
suhiect of two films made dining the course of this year. In
May, the NCC released Towards Eonnal Methods. a
training video showing the use of formal methods in
intlustiy including VDM in use at Praxis. At the same time

the BBC Open Univmsity film unit Spent two days at Praxis.
filming the actiwties of Chris Miller, our Quality D ector.
The film, 'Appl☁OaChCS to Software PrOJect Management. to
be released early next year by the Open University. includes
scenes that show the importance ofqiiality assurance in the

development ofsoftwai☁e

Our Quality System. which has been in operai on since
PraXis staited in 198, successfully completed its firstyearof
operation untler B53750 in lune. No discrepancies were

noth by the BSI examiners during their two unannounced

suiveillance Visits duniig the course of the year

 

Looking to the future and our plans for continued
growth at the end of the company year we set up a new
group stnicture under a reenamed holding company.
PraXis plc.
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Praxrs as Consulting Software Engineers

One of the cornerstones of Software Engineering is

the application of the appropriate computing Science

to industrial software development. Therefore we work

closely wrth universities, we participate in government

research initiatives and we art as consultants, combining

theoretical knowledge With practical perception Our advice

is informed and. since Fraxrs is owned and controlled by its

staff. is also independent and impartial

. Monitoring Officers are appornted by the Alvey

Directorate to assess the progress and technical direction of

advanced British projects desrgned to exploit the results of

prevroris research in this role. experienced members ofour

staffare monitoring the FORMAP (Formal Methods Applied

to Protocols) project which is applying formal techniques to

the specification and testing of communications protocols.

and the Analyst Assist project. which is exploring how

modem software and hardware technologies can be used

for requirements analySis

. We used our practical experience of formal methods to

undertake an independent evaluation of :he results of

another Alvey prOject. which had developed a set of

prototype software tools to support VDM in a production

environment We devrsecl test criteria both for the tools and

dieir supporting documentation. as well as assessing the

toolset against these criteria.

. Once a tool or technique has proved its worm in major

developments, information about its use in industry is

gathered by the National Computing Centre (NCC) The

STARTS Guide. published by the NCC. contains a critical

assessment of the methods and tools available for the

development of large realitime systems. Each chapterin the

Guide is prepared by a team of industrial experts and

addresses a different aspect of the development process We

are helping to prepare the chapters on Design and on

Integrated l☂rOject Support Envrronments.

These projects are small and diey are important. The

techniques and tools that we are using now and promoting

today Will be commonplace tomorrow.

_/

PraXis as Software Engineering Toolbuilders

This ability to act as consultants is based firmly on
practical. current experience of developing successful

software systems Some of these systems are tools. used to
support the software development process As in traditional

mechanical engineering. where the most demanding skill is

that of the toolinaker. so in software engineering. Tool-
making demands that the purposes for which the tool is to

be used are fully understood. This requires a knowledge of
the materials which Will be formed by the tool. and the

sequence and order with which the tool will be used.

Furthermore. the tool must be precise and reliable. in order
that the products it shapes are consistent and exact.

. We are applying our detailed knowledge both of soft
ware and the software development process on a number
ol prOjects to build tools designed for rise by software

engine >rs. The first of these projects. and the most

advance . is the design ofa powerful lPSlz.

 

An integrated PrOject Support Environment. or lFSl-L, is a

computer-based development environiiientwhich supports
managers and software engineers by providing directec use

of a unified set of software development and project rnariv

ageinent tools.

Current lPSEs provide loose coupling between t☂iese

tools. and act primarily as repositories of information about

the project and its constituent parts. lri our continuing

involvement with STC Technology Limited we are
planning the design of the next generation oflPSE in the PSE

2.5 pr01ect. The main differences between this ll☂SE and its

predecessors are its support for complete methods. both
formal and informal. and its ability to take an active ro e in

the development project that it supports.

We are provrding, as the basis for this lPSlz. a Process

Modelling Language (PML). which defines die way in w iich

a prejectis camed out. Using the descriptive part of the PML.

specific Roles. Activities and Entities are defined and as-

socrated wrdi each other. These definitions constitute the

rules which govem the behaviour of the IPSE. Thus the PSE

will ☂l<now' not only what development method the project

is using. but also how it is used and who uses the different

parts ofthat method. The algorithmic partofthe PMl. is used

to define how particular activities in the mede are carried

OUt.

 

This approach means that the lPSE is always able to

guide the user to the next appropriate development step.

Furthermore it can undertake. automatically. any operations

which can be completed Without further human inter

VEUUOD.

We are usrng objectionented methods to design and
animate the key features of this lPSE because their
expressrve power enables us to model the real world With
great precision
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.Whatever methods are being used, configuration manage
men: will play a central role in any ll☂SE where interrelated
components are subject to change. In a collaborative project
which we undertook with staff from ICL Mainframe
Systems, we specified a project management system that
supports the combined activities of project control. con
figuration management and quality conmol. This system
was modelled using entity-relationship techniques and
specified rigorously using VDM. The comprehensive
definition that resulted from this project has been lnCOF
porated into our IPSE work for STC, where it continues to
evolve.

.Any IFSE will only beas successful as the power and scope
of the tools it supports. Much of the basic work on lPSEs has
been carried out in Europe and European software engineers
are in the forefront ofll☂SE developments In order to ensure
that this expertise is maintained, the ESPRIT programme of
the European Community has developed a proposed
standard set of interfaces to the kernel of an IFSE. This set of
interfaces, known as the Portable Common Tool Environ

ment (PCTE), has been defined syntactically in the C
language and semantically in English. The purpose of the
international project known as VIP (VDM for interfaces of
the PCTE). which we are leading, is to prepare precise
definitions of the interfaces using the formal mathematical
language VDM, so that designers throughout Europe and
the world can build tools. confident that they will operate
harmoniously with each other and the lFSE itself.

. This European lead is being exploited in another prOject in
which our experience of IPSE design and formal methods is
essential. We are collaborating with Software Sciences
Limited, who are working with other European systems
companies in a development programme initiated by the
IEFC group of NATO nationsThe purpose of this work is to
develop a tool support interface, based on PCTE, which will
meet a broader range of requirements and be acceptable to
both the civil and military communities. The prOject is taking
account of similar requirements defined in the CNS
programme, sponsored by the United States Department of
Defense.

I All of the tools described above are general purpose; they
are designed to offer a unifying framework within which
individual or complete ranges of more specific tools or
toolsets are supported in a consistentmanner. One example
of a toolset which will assist a specific design method is a
computer-assisted support environment for the Govern,
ment's standard analysis and design method SSADM
(Souctured Systems Analysis and Design Methodology).
We have recently been awarded a contract by the Central
Computer and Telecommunications Agency, part of
HMTreasury, to design and implementa complete SSADM
support environment.

/.

 



 

Francis and Quality Management

In any engineering development it must be possible to
specify what is to be produced, when it will be completed,
and how it will be tested. Quality management is the name
given to the work of preparing these specifications and
ensuring that the development process complies with them.

Because of our experience in developing and using our
own Quality System to control both our ELLA software
product and our bespoke software development activrties,
we are well-equipped to design and install quality pro?
cedures. We have done so for various clients. in this country
and abroad.

. We were asked by a part of Norsk Data to examine the
methods that they used to enhance. test and support their
advanced CAD product, TECHNOVISION. A small team
of f☂raxis consultants worked as part of their fortyestrong
software development and support group. The Praxis team
made reconuinendations regarding the use of specification
techniques and introduced new project control and ref
porting mechanisms to co-ordinate international software
development and support activ1ties. That group is now
developing and extending the techniques and mechanisms
that we put in place.

. In a similar project carried out for a UK electronics
manufacturer, we implemented our earlier recommenda

tions to set up a quality system. Together with the Client, a
combined hardware and software lifecycle model was
developed: the Praxis team then derived the nucleus of the
conoolling documents and pioneered the use of the
procedures for the quality system. This quality system is
now in use by the manu facturer.

. A quality system has to be created by those who Will
ultimately use that system; universal or imposed solutions
do not succeed, Nevertheless, all quality standards must be
scrutinised externally. Praxis were engaged by ICL to
provide independent verification that VME for the ICL
Series 39 conforms to a set ofsecurity requirements derived
from the US Department of Defense ☜Orange Book'. We
undertook the projectin two phases; first, we prepared a test
strategy which defined what: tests were necessary and
sufficient to guarantee anyspecified degree of security: then
we prepared and executed a complete suite of tests
conforming to this definition. All the tests were carried out
independently by Praxis. Following the successful execudon
of these tests we were able to verify that VME did offer the
specified level of security and integrity

/
Fraxis in Commercial and Industrial Systems

Ifthe disciplines of software engineeringare to hewidely
adopted then they must provide effective ways of assisting
software development in business environments, which are
characterised by a large organisational infrastructure. The

projects we are undertaking in this domain demonstrate that
there are appropriate techniques to provide this assismnce.
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- On behalf of the Abbey National Building Society
we are specifying, designing and building a system which
will enable the relative costs of introducing and support»
ing various banking and savings products to be compared.
We are working with the users of the system to capture
their requirements, and will later be implementing those
requirements within the Society☂s standard data process»
ing framework. The project is being carried out using the
Jackson System Development method.

. Another significant commercial user with wellvestablish-
ed procedures for systems development is Marks and
Spencer plC. We worked in close collaboration with Marks
and Spencer staff to prepare a Business Specification for a
project to speed the distribution of stock information from
theirth mainframe to individual stores.

. British Telecom Insurance Services (BTIS) commie
sioned us todevelop a combined hardware, software and
quality management strategy to improve their online
insurance quotation service. We proposed the hardware and
network connection technology BTlS should use; we also
recommended how standards should beimplemented to
enable them to control the software development process.

. Production control systems can be represented by nested
sets of control loops with time constants that range from
fractions of a second for machine tool control, to years for
longerange planning. Factory Control deals with those
loops, such as shift planning, which respond in timescales
of the order of days. On behalf of the Manufacturing
Business Centre of ICL. we are specifying and designing
a Factory Controller which is to be part of a complete CIM
environment. Formal methods are being used to provide an
accurate specification of the way in which the controllervvill
operate. We are using an entityerelau'onship model to define
the data and die CSP method to define the processing.

/
Praxis Long-Tenn Involvements

In the commercial sphere, success can be measured by
the economic lifetime of a system. One measure of the
success ofthe services that we offeris the high proportion of
our clients who, having entrusted us to undertake a single
item of development for them, later retum to ask us to
extend the scope of the task or to undertake furtherwork.

In this way we come to develop close relationships with
these clients. They benefit from the fresh insights we can
offer into the interactions between the varying aspects of
their enterprise.

 



 

.We have strong connections with ICL, for whom we have
carried out complete development programmes over a
number of years, taking full technical and managerial
responsibility for the success of those developments. Our
relationship with ICL is based on ourextensive experience of
the VME operating system and we continue to play a
significant part in the evolution of this system, which
controls both the 2900 range and the more recent Series 39
mainframes.

We condnue to provide detailed technical support and
enhancements for the C compiler which forms part of the
UNIX interface to Series 39 VME that we have helped ICL
to develop. We are also participating in the general VME
development programme; one improvement that will be
included in the next release, asa resultofourwork. is support
for very large programs, or ones with a very large number
of modules. We are also working on enhancing the

mechanisms for transferring complex catalogue items be☁
tween different machines. In all this work, we combine

our own quality and project management methods with
those in use at ICL. This ensures that progress on the projects
under our control is well co-ordinated With the general VME
development plan.

. Our association with WH Smith Television Services
Division is based on our ability to provide them with staff

who understand the application of computing technology
to all aspects of a cable teleViSion operation.

Following our successful development ofan interactive.
computer-controlled cable television service lastyear, we are
now in the process of modifying and enhancing the
prototype software for production models. The hardware
is being made more compact and the software enhanced
to facilitate unattended operation in the field. These
producuon Variants are designed to operate as Video

jukeboxes.

WH Smidi also provide more conventional cable
television programme services based on prerecorded
material. In this area we have analysed and specified the
requirements for an automated system for programme
providers: this system assists programme presentation staff
by monitoring the acquisition, editing and distribution of
programme material. It also supports the control of tape

libraries by tracking the state and location of all the media on
which programmes are recorded.

A further service that we have provided to this part
of W Smith is to install, configure and manage their

divisional, networked computer system. We provided this
service on a consultancy basis, upgrading the system and
extending the facilities as the network grew.

.Phased deveIOpments are a form of continued involvement
in which the attention paid to early speCification and design
decisions is emphaSised, since these decisions will affect
everything that follows, A majortumkey project that we are
carrying out for the Northern Examining Association
(NEA) is just such a phased development.

This six-phase project, which we began in mid♥1986, is

designed to support the administration of the new CCSE
examination, which will take place for the first time in the
summer of 1988. The system is based on an ORACLE
database of nearly one gigabyte which is supported on a
network of VAX computers. These are distributed over the
region covered by the five separate examining boards which
constitute the NEA.

Follong an initial period of analysis in which the
objectives of the overall system were agreed, each phase is
being specified and implemented in turn, the phases being
overlapped to meet the timescales imposed by the cyclical
nature of the examination process.

The first phase of development, which was successfully
completed in early 1987 as planned, supports the
mechanism for standardising the marks allocated by
teachers involved in the continuous assessment of their
pupils☂ coursework. By the end of the second phase, due
for delivery in the summer of 1987, the full hardware and
communications network will have been commissioned.
The software that will be delivered at this point controls
and monitors the extensive administrative arrangements
that have to be made prior to the examination period itself.

In subsequent phases we Will be delivering the software
that registers the personal details of each of the anticipated
350,000 candidates. records the marks for some 1.6 million

subject entries that they will have made. and nally dis-
tributes the resulm to over4,000 schools and colleges which
enter candidates for the exaMadons.

This application demands stringent control of the re♥

liability and security of die dam. One unusual feature of
the implementation is that the database, normally resident
at one node of the network, tan be partitioned at any
time. These partitions are transmitted to different nodes,

processed locally and then re-integrated, This approach.
which fully satis es the requirements for data security, was
designed specifically to achieve the high performance

required in periods of intense activity such as the one that
occurs directly after the examination scripts have been
marked.

a Our experience of capturing, analysing and recording sets

of requirements is essential in our continuing involvement
With the Foreign and Commonwealth O ice (FCO).
Last year, in association with Ashford Associates, specialism
in the eld of library automation, we compared the different
ways in which the administration of the FCO Library might
be automated in orderto improve the service to borrowers as
well as assis☂ting the library staff. This year we have extended
this work and prepared a detailed Operational Requirement,
to CCIA standards, for the supply of computing equipment
which will provide both a Library Information Service and
a Library Management System. This document, which
includes a detailed data model of the library system, is
expected to be issued in the second half of 1987, and We

hope to assist the FCC to evaluate the tenders which are
submitted in response.
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AVear of ELLA

 

expect to be assisted by automated tools that help us
to produce correct deSigns. Engineers working in

VLSl are equally demanding in their expectations and this
year we have continued to strengthen their capabilities by
extending the power of our VLSI design tool. ELLA. in this
work we continue to collaborate with dqe original ELLA

deSign team at RSRE.

Throughout our work as sofrw☁ areengineers. we

o

ELLA was conceived as a means by which deSigns for
very large and complex integrated circuits could be
expressed. verified as corTect. and then realised. This year
our faith in that concept has been rainforced by the
inci☁easmg demand for ELLA from UK government and
industry, from academic establishments. and from the rest of
the world,

. The growing importance of ELLA in government and
industry is evident in the leading role that Praxis is playing in
a maior CAD oroiect supported by the Alvey Directorate.
The aim ofthe tirojectis to provide a complete set oftools for
designing Chips containing more than a million active

cornponens. As part of this proiect. due to run for over two
years. we are leading a collaborative team consisting of
Ferranti. GEC. ICL, Plessey. Racal. RSRE Malvern and the

Rutherford Appleton Laboratmy The prolect recognises
that ELLA is the UK standard for expressing highrlevel VLSI
design. ELLA is being used as the sole means ofentering and

passing deSign information to various lowerylevel tools and
technologies being developed by the collaborators. The
main aims of the work are to extend the interfaces to these

tools. and to develop the ELLA language and toolset.

. ELLA was written originally in Algol 68 and first released
under the VAX/VMS operating system. In order to make

ELLA available to the increasing numberofhardware deSign
centres using special-purpose CAD workstations. we have
developed a version ofELLA in C. running underUNlX. and
suitable for machines such as the Sun and Apollo. We
devised an elegant method to develop this new version,
which was to write an Algol 68 to C translator. verify its
behaviour, and then use it to translate ELLA automatically.

This approach enabled the ELLA developments in Alg0168

to continue Without interruption. and minimised the
verification testing that had to be carried out on the new

verSion. The C version of ELLA has already been ordered
by the Department of Trade and Industry for distribution
to Polytechnics and Universities through its Electronic

Computer Aided Design programme. This programme is
designed to ensure that young British engineers are familiar

with the modern design tools that they Will be usmg in
industry.

.There are now some twenty separate industrial Sites using
ELLA in the UK. together With forty universines and
polytechnics. We prOVide extensive support for this growing
community. Experienced VLSl design engineers at Praxis can
be consulted on the way to use ELLA to solve particular
design problems. The ELLA User Group. now in eXistence
for Overa year, encourages designers to exchange ideas on

their uses of ELLA and provides a forum where extensions
to A can be discussed. This year we have introduced
spe alised ELLA training courses. and these. together with

the ELLA Tutorial and ELLA User Manuals, ensure that new
users start to exploit the expressrve power of the ELLA
system very quickly

  

- There Is worldwide interest in ELLA. Praxis has recently

Signed an agreement With ETS of Norway to distribute
ELLA in ScandinaVia. and a number of industrial concerns

and academic institutionsin Sweden and Finland are already
using ELLA. Elsewhere in Europe. ELLA is being assessed by
engineers at the UiiiverSities of T'ubingeii and Karlsruhe.

. in the United States, ELLA is distributed by ECAD lnc.

ELLA has been sold to the UniVCISlty of California at
Berkeley and the Xerox Corporation is the first ofa number

of American industrial organisations which are evaluating
ELLA.
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taxis has had another very successful veat Part of

that success is shown in the figures on page 23

_ iproflt up 86☝☜. turnover up 50% ibutl believe our

real achievements lie elsewhere. in our continuing ahility

t0 recniit outstanding staff, in the quality of our sen/ices to

our customers. and in the success of ELLA.

We have continued to invest heavily Out capital invest

ment in computers and Office equipment (14% of turnover)

and training(7☁ ☁ii ofturnover) are Well ahead ofthe nonns for

our indusz We believe that this level of investment is

necessary and strengthens our competitive advantages. We

shall continue this pattern of anestment

Dunng the year, we have used formal methods on more

than a dozen projects. from datarprocessing applications to

advanced research. Our experience shows that the use of

formal methods leads to better control of quality costs and

timescales

Our lndustry has reached a watershed, where

companies which can deliver assured high quality. as a
matterofroutine, Will diVide from companies whicl forone

reason or another. do not meet the increasmglv stringent

 

requirements of many sectors of our marketplace The

introduction of strict product liability in Section 1 of the

Consumer Protection Act 1987 which comes into force on

March lst 1988, and the progress towar s ciVil and defence

smndatds for safetyrcntical software aie examples of the

 

pressures for greater rigour

\Vhen Praxis was fonned. in 1983, it was in the belief that

a market existed for software developed With rigour and to

certified standards of quality Foiirvears later. that belief has

become certmnt}: There is a strong. and strongly growmg.

C☁iVil market for these seiVices. and l nowhelieve that Within

the next decade our industry Will be dominated lw those

companies which have estahlished the rigorous technical

and quality cultures of professional software engineers

Chairman's Statement

 

There is another change occurring. in parallel With the

increasing demand for ngour 7a change which could have

far more profound eftetts on parts of our liidustiy The

improvements in Vl Sl fabrication Will soon permit one

million transistors on a chip. Already the electronics systems

companies are planning how they Will exploit this new

technology. With complete systems on a single chip. giving

great reductions in cost. Size. weight and power-consump

tion The ESPRIT ll programme has this as a main theme

Exploiting this new technology Will be challenging. i☁L☁qLiii☁

ing newdesign skills and powerful CAE tools The complex

ity of the VLSI tleSigners task is fast approaching that of the

software engineer. and the designers oftht☁ newsysteins Will

need to combine a knowledge of VLSl design With the

software engineers rigorous approach to development

Oui☁investmcnt in ELLA is designed to take us into this

emerging market. where very few companies Will have the

combination of skills needed, and where the value of those

skills Will he very high We are already pi'oviding con sultancy

to our ELLA customers on the most efficient use of El l A to

solve their design problems. and we shall soon be offering a

full VLSl design service in l:LL/\

PraXis is setting out on an exciting year We shall be

working to repeat ELLAs British suc ess Ln America and

expanding ourseiVices hustness in Britain and overseas Our

reputation for quality, costreffectiveness and timely delivery

wtll open new markets to us We shall contribute much and

gain much W3 expect to enioy it

Mal»W
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